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Introduction to Module 3: 
CONFIRMATION 

Earlier in the course we covered a variety ways to brainstorm social enterprise 

ideas that would make sense based on your mission, skills, and capacity.  After 

narrowing down your ideas based on a number of factors, you put the social 

enterprise idea with the most potential into the Social Business Model Canvas to 

begin working through the details.   

This week, we will build off of your idea’s first version in the Social Business Model 

Canvas. We will take a deeper look at how to validate your social enterprise 

business model through what is called ‘Lean” methodology. Then we will take steps 

to really get to know your target customer(s).   

‘Lean’ thinking will prepare you to begin acting on your business model 

assumptions and gather customer feedback quickly. By putting this week’s 

material into practice, you will have a much deeper understanding of your 

customers, their needs and wants, and exactly how you can design your business 

model in the best way possible to achieve wide-scale, lasting social impact.  

  

At the end of the Confirmation phase of designing your social enterprise, it will no 

longer be just an idea, but your idea will be taking form as a tangible reality that is 

tested and proven. This is the first large step towards achieving lasting sustainable 

success with your social enterprise! 

“No business plan survives first contact with a customer” 
- Steve Blank, serial entrepreneur 
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Validating Your Ideas 
In previous weeks you generated many social enterprise ideas and narrowed them 

down based on criteria that make sense for you and/or your organization.  Then 

you took the idea and laid it out in version one of the Social Business Model 

Canvas. 

Now it is time to test all of your assumptions and hypotheses thus far and get out 

from behind your desk!  This is a crucial step that many entrepreneurs skip because 

they are so eager to start developing their product or service.  

WARNING: DO NOT SKIP THIS STEP!!

Taking the time now to embrace a ‘lean’ mentality can save your social enterprise 

from heading down dead-end paths. Instead it will help you refine your model in 

order to act on what is working in the real world.  

The next chapters will cover more about how to validate the market and your 

business model, including techniques to test theories and assumptions about how 

and why your customers are excited about your offering. 
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Lean Methodology 
Lean methodology relies on validated learning, experimentation, and iterative product releases to shorten product development cycles, measure progress, and gain valuable customer feedback. 

- from Acumen, 2014



What is Lean Methodology? 

So what does it mean to use a ‘lean’ approach anyway? This is an entrepreneurial 

mentality that was popularized by Eric Reis in his book The Lean Start Up, and has 

been widely embraced by start ups all over the world. With roots in Silicon Valley, 

Lean thinking tends to be technology-centric, but really this approach can be 

used to improve the outcomes of any initiative that is serving customers. 

This ‘lean’ approach to validating your business model is similar to what would be 

more commonly known in the nonprofit world as the feasibility study. The biggest 

difference between the two methods is that a traditional feasibility study is still very 

much a research project completed from behind someone’s desk where all of the 

information is compiled in a static report. 

On the other hand, using a ‘lean’ approach will allow your team to test multiple 

assumptions and hypotheses through an experimental and iterative process of 

product and/or service development. You can think of it like a rapid-fire, real-time, 

feedback-based feasibility study that is completely dynamic.   

Also keep in mind that this method of validating your business model is not a finite 

process that comes to a final conclusion; it is an ongoing iterative process of 

improving and refining all aspects of how you run your social enterprise. 

As you move forward applying lean principles to validate exactly what your 

market is looking for and how to best deliver it, stay true to your vision for change 

but flexible in how you work towards achieving it.  

In other words:

Fall in love with the problem, not with the solution!

The goal is to truly create social change by serving your beneficiaries and 

customers in the way that works best for them. We start with hunches about what 

this “best way” is but you’ll find that as soon as you start taking action in the real 

world, new information can change everything.  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Market Validation Process 
Throughout the process of continually refining and adapting your social enterprise 

business model using lean methodology, there are primarily two goals that you’ll 

want to keep top of mind.  

The first goal is to do testing and experimentation so that you can are positive you 

truly understand the customer and their experience of the problem you are trying 

to alleviate. Later in this module you will spend more time getting to know your 

ideal customers. 

The second area that should be at the forefront in this idea confirmation phase is 

testing and truly understanding exactly how the solution you are developing meets 

the needs of the customers you are serving. When you have successfully matched 

your solution to solve the problem your customers have, then you have obtained 

what is called “product/market fit”. 

The process of arriving at the right product/market fit for your social enterprise is 

comprised of the following stages: 

1. Articulate Your Hypotheses (outlined in your Social Business Model Canvas draft) 

2. Explore Variations 

3. Consider External Context 

4. Experiment To Test Your Assumptions 

5. Develop a Prototype then a Minimum Viable Product 

Throughout this cycle you want to constantly be integrating new information and 

insights into your business model. 

Next, let’s look at each of stages 2 through 5 above in more detail. 
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Step 2 - Exploring Variations 

Now that you have your initial idea plugged into the Social Business Model Canvas 

it is time to begin the cycle of prototyping, testing, evaluating and iterating on your 

idea.   

It is very rare that your first business model will be the one that presents the absolute 

best path to go down. The best social enterprise business models will likely include 

the less obvious strategies to pricing, delivering and packaging your product or 

service. You may also find that forging creative strategic partnerships will make all 

the difference in achieving long-term sustainability. 

Watch the video below by Strategyzer to learn more about the importance of 

brainstorming several variations of your initial business model canvas.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iA5MVUNkSkM&list=PLBh9h0LWoawphbpUvC1DofjagNqG1Qdf3&index=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iA5MVUNkSkM&list=PLBh9h0LWoawphbpUvC1DofjagNqG1Qdf3&index=


Step 3 - Considerations for External Context 

As you work through various business models for your idea, now is a good time to 

take a closer look at the external environment that may impact your work.  Since 

you are likely working on a complex social issue it will be crucial to take into 

consideration the outside environmental forces.   

This is similar to when you brainstormed your external opportunities and threats in 

the SWOT analysis activity - but this time you are thinking how the environment will 

specifically impact your social enterprise model. 
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Exercise 1: Map the External Context 

Add Market Forces on the right: 
 Is your model in line with evolving customer needs? 

Add Key trends on top: 
 Is your model prepared for emerging trends? 

Add Industry Forces on the left: 
 Does your model have a competitive advantage today? 

Add Macro-Economic Forces to the bottom: 
 How will your model adjust to macro-economic shifts? 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Exercise 1:  
Map the External 

Context

Now you can begin mapping the 

External Context to your Social 

Business Model Canvas. When you 

are done, remember to input the 

results into your Summary Worksheets.



Step 4 - Experimentation to Confirm Assumptions 

This is where you will start proving or disproving the most crucial assumptions and 

hypotheses you have made when designing your Social Business Model Canvas.  

Here you want to design experiments that will provide the information you need to 

confirm that your business model has a high likelihood of working in the real world 

as expected.  

The video below from Strategyzer looks at how to fail fast and iterate when testing 

your core hypotheses. 

The goal is to prove through experimentation that each of the hypotheses and 

assumptions that are key to your model’s success are true.  

When it comes to designing your experiments, remember: 

All of your experiments will be additive (the learning from each experiment 

does not standalone). 

Expected outcomes need to be declared upfront. 

Testing needs to look for specific and measurable results so you KNOW when 

your guess is proven true. 

Likewise as with above, experiments need to have a time-limit so you have a 

point in time when you can declare the test as proven true or false. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2gd_vhNYT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2gd_vhNYT4


An example of how to set up your experiment: test whether “x specific 

repeatable action will result in y expected measurable action”. If yes, then 

the hypothesis is proven as true. If no, the hypothesis is proven as false. 

Don’t worry about being proven wrong - this learning is just as (if not more) 

valuable than being proven right! 

For a more in depth look at the points above and how to test your assumptions 

watch this video.

 

“There’s no such thing as a failed experiment - only 

unexpected outcomes”  
- Buckminster Fuller 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Step 5 - Prototypes & Minimum Viable Product 

At some point in this iterative cycle of refining your social business model, it will 

make sense to introduce a prototype or Minimum Viable Product to your potential 

customers.  

A prototype means to present the concept of your idea. It could take the form of 

mock ups, diagrams, stories, or others. A prototype allows others to get a sense of 

exactly what you want to do but is not a functioning product or service delivered; 

it precedes the MVP. 

A Minimum Viable Product, or MVP, can be thought of as a working “light” version 

of the final product or service you want to offer. It should only include the features 

and elements that are essential to your product or service. You know you have a 

good MVP when it would simply not be able to function if you took away one 

feature or element. 

Eric Reis describes the MVP as: 

“That version of a new product which allows a team to collect 

the maximum amount of validated learning about 

customers with the least effort.” 

In other words, a MVP allows you to invest minimal resources in the development of 

your product and gives your potential customers a tangible experience of your 

product. This provides the opportunity to test your idea in a meaningful way with 

your customers enjoying the core features of your product. They will be able to 

provide you with meaningful feedback and insight that can then inform the future 

updates and development of the full feature product or service.  

Or, with a prototype or MVP that is not received well by your customers, it gives you 

the opportunity to change directions without having invested high amounts of time 

and money into a product that you ultimately found to flop with your customers. 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Market Validation Strategies 

There are several creative techniques you can use in the experiments you design 

to test your assumptions and validate the market. Here are a few ideas to get you 

started. 

1. Surveys and/or interviews  
You can speak with potential customers in person or using an online survey tool 

(such as Survey Monkey) to gather their feedback and opinion on various 

components of your idea.   

Click here to see a great example of how to conduct an in-person interview with 

this purpose. 

2. Focus Groups 
You can gather a group of potential customers to join you for an evening of 

discovery.  Show and/or tell them about your current social enterprise offering. Ask 

if they would be interested in purchasing and/or participating. Ask the group 

where they see challenges or obstacles in the model - maybe they will share ways 

of overcoming them that you haven’t yet thought of! 

3. A/B (Split) Testing 
A/B Testing is commonly used to test two versions of a variable, usually in an online 

setting. For example, if you aren’t sure what price point is best for your product, you 

can design an online ad for your product and create two versions of it. Keep 

everything in both ads the exact same except for the price. Set up the ads to run 

online and see which one converts better. In other words, which price gathers the 

most interest from potential clients? (You can gauge interest simply by collecting 

email addresses from those who are interested to learn more about the product or 

service. Then compare which price point brings in the most email addresses.) 

4. Pilots 
You can test your idea with a small number of users or participants in a pilot run or 

pilot test of your idea. For a pilot test, engage customers who are really excited 

about what you are doing. They will be understanding of your initiative being in 

early stages and will more than likely act as champions as the project grows. 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Exercise 2: My Validation Strategy 

What are the key hypotheses or assumptions that you need to confirm positive or 
negative in order for your existing business model to work? 

What is your strategy to begin testing these in the real world? 

What could your MVP or prototype look like? Remember to only include the core 
features. 
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Exercise 2:

My Validation 

Strategy



Understanding Your 
Customers 

When we talk about understanding your customers we will refer to your ‘ideal’ 

customer. The reason for this is that focusing on your ‘ideal’ customer will ground 

your thinking in designing your product or service around the customer that you 

feel will gain the greatest value from your product or service. Of course your social 

enterprise will likely attract customers outside of this ‘ideal’ but keeping this ideal 

customer in mind helps to streamline business decisions.  

Visualizing your ideal customer will allow you to better reach them - because a 

social enterprise without customers will not be a successful one! It will also help you 

design the best possible product or service to meet his or her needs.  

The greatest value in understanding your ideal customer is that you can be positive 

that you are offering and delivering the best possible value to your clients. Without 

a product or service that your market (customers) truly desires (what we call finding 

your product/market fit) you will not easily be able to maintain a sustainable social 

enterprise. 

Another important reason for taking the time to truly understand your customer is 

that it can be a very useful strategy in guiding your decision making on a day-to-

day basis. With every decision you make, you can think about your ideal customer 

and make the decision that makes the most sense based on their needs and 

perspective.  

For example, is your ideal customer the type of person who prefers to 

communicate in person or by email? This answer could be an important 

consideration when planning your marketing and sales strategy. 

Now, it should be noted that this exercise is not meant to limit your customers to 

one specific profile or type of person. Of course you would not want to turn willing 

and excited customers away! The exercise of asking these questions and imagining 
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your ideal customer merely helps focus the core type of person your product and/

or services were designed to please. From there you can imagine a ripple effect 

where each consecutive circle represents a wider cross section of customers that 

your organization can serve well. 

A great organization exists to meet the needs of their customers and clients, 

therefore understanding them is crucial to your organization's success. Especially in 

the realm of social enterprise, your ideal customer (which could also be the 

beneficiary of the social impact) is really the person who drives the purpose of the 

enterprise. Without these ideal customers and beneficiaries your organization 

would not likely be established today.
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Beneficiaries & Customers 

As we saw earlier, social enterprises can be very unique in that they can serve 

multiple and sometimes overlapping groups depending on which social enterprise 

business framework they identify with.    

Normally, a company will design their product or service to suit the needs of the 

‘customer’ - the person who will be either a) making the final purchasing decision, 

and/or b) the end user. It is a bit more complicated in the case of social enterprise 

because the ‘ideal customer’ you need to keep in mind could be your beneficiary, 

your customer (end user) or it could be someone who is both! 

Therefore, it could be that you serve multiple groups of customers and/or 

beneficiaries. In this case, it’s useful to complete an ideal customer profile that 

represents each of the main types of people you work with.  

With an integrated social enterprise where your business and social impact 

activities overlap, your business model will affect both the new customers you are 

serving as well as the existing beneficiaries that you work with.  

What to Think About 

When visualizing and describing an ideal customer profile keep in mind the 

following factors: 

Demographics 
Gender?   

Age?    

Level of education?   

Level of wealth/income? 

Psychographic/personality
What type of personality traits does your ideal customer have?  

What attributes or qualities would someone use to describe them to 

others?
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Skills/experience
Does your ideal customer have any particular skills or experiences?  

Do they have any specific training or life experiences that are unique 

from other potential customers?

Values
What are their values, or what do they really care about? (Examples 

could be: family, honesty, hard work, environmental sustainability etc.)

What drives or motivates them? 

What what makes them tick?

What gets them excited in their lives?  

What inspires them?

Expectations
What does your ideal customer expect from those he or she works with, 

partners with or buys from?  

Does he or she have certain standards or expectations that you will need 

to be aware of and meet to keep and exceed his or her satisfaction?

Location/channels
Where does your ideal customer hang out?  

What groups or associations is he or she involved with? 

What other organizations serve your ideal customer?
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Exercise 3: A “Day in the Life of...”

We want to understand what gets your customer out of bed every morning. What 

do they get excited about and what are their motivations or drivers in their daily 

lives?

The goal of understanding your ideal customer is so that you know how to reach 

them, be a part of their world, and deliver the best possible value to them. 

Uncovering the details of what your ideal customers looks like will give you insight 

on which methods and channels you can use to reach them.

In this exercise we will begin developing the profile of your perfect customer. 

Answer the following questions:

What are the demographics of my ideal customer? 

What type of personality qualities do my ideal customers have? 

What are the skills and experiences of my ideal customers? 
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Exercise 3:

A “Day in the Life 

of...” 



What do my ideal customers values and care about? 

What makes my ideal customers tick? 

What do I want my ideal customers to expect me to deliver or provide? 

Where do my ideal customers hangout/Where can I reach them? 

What qualities do I want my ideal customers to possess and demonstrate? 

What do I need to improve in order to attract or maintain my relationships with my 
ideal customers? 

Who do I currently serve that embodies my ideal customer? 
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Now describe a 'day-in-the-life' of your idea customer. Take a few paragraphs to 

picture the details of their daily experience from waking up in the morning all the 

way through to heading to sleep at night.  

You can finish off this exercise by brainstorming creative ways to engage and 

satisfy your ideal customer, all inspired by the exploratory thinking you have just 

completed.
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